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ABSTRACT
Mobile agents can be used to efficiently aggregate information in sensor networks. The originator aims at obtaining
the correct result, even in the presence of byzantine nodes or
a malicious aggregator agent. Secure information aggregation considers these situations. We propose to use a mobile
agent for the hierarchical in-network aggregation scheme of
Chan et al. and we introduce a greedy strategy to their
commitment forest in order to reduce the communication
cost of the aggregation process. This approach is promising
in particular for a sequence of aggregations.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An agent is a software entity that represents its originator to
achieve a predefined goal. A mobile agent is able to migrate
to multiple hosts and it can perform different sets of control
operations for each host it visits, asynchronously from its
originator. It is a process that can transport its state and
data while still being able to perform appropriately in the
new environment. Mobile agents can be used as a replacement for message-based communication in network management services. A mobile agent’s ability to perform multiple
remote operations can significantly reduce the amount of
traffic, e.g., by aggregating network data before sending it
back to its originator [6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14].
The data retrieved from sensor networks might influence
critical decisions. However, basic aggregation protocols are
extremely vulnerable to attacks. Capturing of sensor nodes
allows an attacker to manipulate the result [15]. Chan et
al. [4, 5] proposes a framework for the design of secure aggregation protocols. The aggregator commits to the data it
processes and later proves the correctness of the results to
its originator using an interactive proof system. Aggregation preserving confidentiality is analysed in [7, 9]. The approach of [16] conceals sensor data and still provides efficient
and flexible in-network data aggregation. [3] introduces an
energy-efficient security algorithm and data aggregation pro-

tocol, which, in contrast to conventional data aggregation
protocols, avoids the transmission of redundant data from
the sensor nodes to the cluster-head. Host nodes need to
be protected against malicious mobile code, however, at the
same time, the agent needs to be protected against its host
[10]. The work of Bellare and Yee [1, 2, 17] applies cryptographic primitives to mobile agents in order to protect
its code and data. Forward secure signatures are used to
protect partial results.

1.1

Contribution

We propose to use a mobile agent for the hierarchical aggregation scheme of Chan et al. [5] to reduce the communication cost. We lower the size of intermediate constructions
(called commitment forests), which have to be forwarded
within a binary aggregation tree. As long as the size of the
mobile agent code is not too large, this results in improved
communication cost.

2.

SECURE AGGREGATION...

In-network aggregation is performed using a tree structure.
Leaf nodes provide data only (i.e., a value vj ), inner nodes
also perform aggregation computations. For inner nodes, an
additional virtual leaf node provides the sensor value. As
soon as the inner node has received all values of its children,
it computes the aggregation and forwards it to its parent
node. In the Sum algorithm, the complement v̄j := r − vj
of its value vj is stored at every node and aggregated, too1 .
An important part is the construction of commitment trees
using a hash function H. In a commitment tree, vertices are
labelled as follows:
D
E
X
X
ui := ci , vi :=
vj , v̄i :=
v̄j , H[N |ci |vi |v̄i |uj ]
where ci is the number of nodes ‘below’ and j iterates over
all child nodes, i.e., every aggregator node commits to the
labels of all its children including their values.
Chan et al. [5] proposes a delayed aggregation algorithm.
This strategy trades off increased communication during the
aggregation phase in return for a more balanced commitment tree, which results in lower verification overhead in
the result-checking phase. An inner node only aggregates
two values and forwards other values to its parent node,
1

r is the upper bound on allowable data values.

which behaves in the same way. Therefore, a complete binary commitment forest is generated. For a sensor network
with n nodes, there are at most log n commitment trees to
be sent to a parent node, resulting in a communication cost
of O(log n).

[4]

[5]

3.

...WITHIN A MOBILE AGENT

Using a mobile agent, we move the computation to the data.
The aggregation algorithms presented follow a similar strategy, however, in order to lower the verification overhead in
the result-checking phase, a communication overhead is accepted. We propose to employ a mobile agent in order to
reduce this overhead. If the mobile code is not too big,
the presented strategy is more efficient while the verification complexity remains the same.
Within the mobile agent the resulting subtrees can be combined immediately, minimising the size of the commitment
forest. The agent, while travelling through the sensor network graph, has a ‘global’ state and is able to reduce the
size right away, i.e., it maintains a virtual aggregation forest, which is optimized at every node. In [5], the ability of
an aggregator node to reduce the forest’s size strongly depends on the tree structure. Building the commitment forest
using a regular process is both more predictable and more
efficient. Furthermore, the agent’s tour can be determined
before in order to reduce node congestion2 . However, the
improved node congestion results in a slower computation
because the agent has to take a long tour. If, as in [5], the
performance measure is congestion only, the mobile agent
approach is better, as both the maximum and the average
communication load on any node is smaller or equal. If the
regular binary tree structure is needed for fast verification,
the maximum load of O(log n) remains, however, it rarely
occurs and the average load is much smaller. Especially,
if multiple sequential aggregations are needed3 , the agent’s
tours can be scheduled such that another node receives maximum load and thus the total network lifetime is increased.

4.

CONCLUSION

By combining the mobile agent framework with the hierarchical aggregation scheme of Chan et al. [5] we reduce the
communication cost and thus mitigate the tradeoff between
fast verification and low communication cost. If the size of
the mobile agent code is not too large, this results in an
improved communication cost and thus a lower congestion.

5.
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